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Abstract

Reaction systems are a formal model for computational processing in which reac-
tions operate on sets of entities (molecules) providing a framework for dealing
with qualitative aspects of biochemical systems. This paper is concerned with
reaction systems in which entities can have discrete concentrations, and so reac-
tions operate on multisets rather than sets of entities. The resulting framework
allows one to deal with quantitative aspects of reaction systems, and a bespoke
linear-time temporal logic allows one to express and verify a wide range of key
behavioural system properties.
In practical applications, a reaction system with discrete concentrations may only
be partially specified, and the possibility of an effective automated calculation
of the missing details provides an attractive design approach. With this idea in
mind, the current paper discusses parametric reaction systems with parameters
representing unknown parts of hypothetical reactions. The main result is a method
aimed at replacing the parameters in such a way that the resulting reaction
system operating in a specified external environment satisfies a given temporal
logic formula.
This paper provides an encoding of parametric reaction systems in smt, and
outlines a synthesis procedure based on bounded model checking for solving the
synthesis problem. It also reports on the initial experimental results demonstrating
the feasibility of the novel synthesis method.
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1 Introduction

The seminal paper [1] introduced the reaction systems model for computational pro-
cesses inspired by the functioning of a living cell. Reaction systems can capture in a very
simple set-theoretic way the basic mechanisms underpinning the dynamic behaviour of
a living cell. A key feature of reaction systems is that they can model interactions
of biochemical reactions based on the mechanisms of facilitation and inhibition, i.e.,
the products of reactions may facilitate or inhibit each other. The original reaction
system model represents the reactions, states, and dynamic processes using (tuples of)
Ąnite sets, and so it directly captures the qualitative aspects of systems. Having said
that, more involved structural concepts can be introduced on top of the basic ones.

Several papers on reaction systems have been motivated by biological issues or by
the need to understand computations/processes underlying the dynamic behaviour
of reaction systems (see, e.g., [2, 3]). There are also signiĄcant extensions of reaction
systems, e.g., reaction systems with time [4], reaction systems with durations [5], and
quantum and probabilistic reaction systems [6]. Mathematical properties of reaction
systems were investigated in, e.g., [7Ű16].

Notable examples of applications of reaction systems to modelling of systems include,
e.g., [17, 18], and the veriĄcation of reaction systems was adressed in, e.g., [19Ű24].
The papers [25, 26] introduced reaction systems with discrete concentrations of entities
and reactions operating on multisets of entities, resulting in a model allowing direct
quantitative modelling. Although there are other approaches supporting the modelling
of complex dependencies of concentration levels and their changes, e.g., chemical
reaction networks theory based on [27] or non-linear biochemical control networks
theory [28], reaction systems provide much simpler framework (including interactions
with the external environment). Discrete concentrations can be simulated in the
original qualitative reaction systems, but reaction systems with discrete concentrations
provide much more succinct representations in terms of the number of entities being
used, and allow for more efficient veriĄcation [25]. The properties being veriĄed can
be expressed in rsltl which is a version of the linear-time temporal logic tailored for
reaction systems.

In practical applications, a reaction system with discrete concentrations may have
only partially speciĄed reactions, and a reaction mining i.e., a computationally effective
method of Ąlling in the missing details could provide an attractive design approach.

In the domain of discrete concurrent systems, which encompass reaction systems as
well as closely related related membrane systems [29] and tissue systems [30], synthesis
usually refers to one of two methods for constructing a blueprint for a systemŠs design.
The Ąrst method includes transformations from system designs in one formalism to
(behaviourally) equivalent designs in another formalism. The other method includes
transformations of (desired) descriptions of system behaviour into (behaviourally)
equivalent system designs. Both approaches have been applied in the Ąelds of reaction
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systems, membrane systems, and tissue systems. Examples of the Ąrst approach
include [17] presenting the design a reaction system model for the heat shock response
in such a way that the qualitative behavior of the result correlates well with the
quantitative behavior of the corresponding ODE model of the heat shock response,
and [31] developing a reaction system model inspired by the mechanistic model of
within-cell signal transduction networks of [32]. Examples of the second approach
include [33, 34] presenting automated synthesis from behavioural speciĄcations into
membrane systems which are a computational model carrying out calculations in cells
using a biologically inspired abstraction, and [35, 36] discussing tissue systems which
provide a computational abstraction of biological reactions and transport of molecules
in a tissue. In both cases the problem addressed was that of synthesising systems
from speciĄcations of observed or desired behaviour given in the form of transition
systems. The results obtained in [33Ű36] were underpinned by strong connections
between biologically inspired computational abstractions and Petri nets [37] and were
based on methods based on the theory of regions [38]. Yet another strand of recently
proposed work aimed at building reaction systems is to provide facilities allowing
synthesising of complex designs using established programming constructs as well as
the concepts related to asynchrony in real-life system behaviours [39]. A preliminary
version of the current paper [40] extended the scope of synthesis to reaction systems
in which entities can have discrete concentrations and reactions operate on multisets
of entities, providing a succinct framework for dealing with quantitative aspects of
biological systems. It introduced reaction systems with parameters representing the
unknown parts of the reactions. The main result was a method to replace these
parameters in such a way that the resulting reaction system operating in a given external
environment satisĄed a given temporal logic formula. Following the approach based on
reaction mining, this paper discusses reaction systems with parameters representing
the unknown parts of the reactions. The main result is a methodology which replaces
these parameters in such a way that the resulting reaction system satisĄes a given
rsltl formula when operating in a given external environment. Intuitively, the rsltl

formula might correspond to a several observations of the behaviour of a partially
speciĄed system. The environment is given by a context automaton representing the
inĆuence of an encompassing system. The current paper provides an encoding of
parametric reaction systems in smt, and proposes a synthesis procedure based on
bounded model checking. It also reports on the successful preliminary experimental
results demonstrating the scalability of the new synthesis method.

It is important to emphasize that this paper not only introduces a method for
parameter synthesis for reaction systems, but it also extends previous results for rsltl

published in [26]. Our paper provides a complexity result for rsltl model checking as
well as correctness analysis for the smt encoding. Additionally, it shows how model
checking for rsltl can be translated into a corresponding problem for ltl. Last but
not least, it proposes a method for reaction mining, for which a parametric extension
of reaction systems is introduced.

The paper is organised in the following way. The next section recalls the basic nota-
tions and deĄnitions used by reaction systems with discrete concentrations. Section 3
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introduces reaction systems with concentrations, while rsltl for specifying their prop-
erties is deĄned in Section 4. An smt-based encoding for both formalisms is deĄned in
the following section. Section 6 introduces parametric reaction systems and Section 7
provides their smt-based encoding. Experimental evaluation of the proposed synthesis
approach is presented in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Multisets

A multiset over a set X is a mapping b : X → N, and the empty multiset ∅X

(or simply ∅) is the constant function which always returns 0. The carrier of a
multiset b is the set carr(b) = ¶x ∈ X ♣ b(x) > 0♢. By B(X) we denote the set of
all multisets over X, hence b ∈ B(X) means that b is a multiset over X. We deĄne
the union ! of multisets in a standard way. For a Ąnite set B of multisets over X,
!(B)(x) = max(¶b(x) ♣ b ∈ B♢), for every x ∈ X. For two multisets, b and b′, we
denote b ≤ b′ if b(x) ≤ b′(x), for every x ∈ X.

In what follows, we us the notation x 7→ i to indicate the multiplicity of an element
x in a multiset over X. For example, ¶x 7→ 2, y 7→ 1♢ is a multiset with two copies
of x, one copy of y, and nothing else. If the multiplicity of an element is 1, we may
also simply omit the value as in, e.g., ¶x 7→ 2, y♢.

2.2 Reaction systems

Definition 1 (reaction system). A reaction system is a pair R = (S, A), where S is
a finite background set and A is a set of reactions over S. A reaction is a triple

a = (R, I, P ) = (Ra, Ia, Pa),

where R, I, P are nonempty subsets of S such that R ∩ I = ∅, called respectively the
reactant, inhibitor, and product set.
Definition 2 (reaction system behaviour). Given a reaction system R = (S, A), a
reaction a ∈ A is enabled by T ⊆ S, denoted ena(T ), if Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅.
The result of a on T is given by resa(T ) = Pa if ena(T ) holds, and by resa(T ) = ∅

otherwise. Moreover, the result of A on T is

resA(T ) =
⋃

¶resa(T ) ♣ a ∈ A♢ =
⋃

¶Pa ♣ a ∈ A and ena(T )♢ .

The set T in DeĄnition 2 represents the current state of a biochemical system being
modelled by listing all present biochemical entities. A reaction is enabled and can take
place if all its reactants are present and none of its inhibitors is present. The system
reaches the next state resA(T ) by executing all the reactions enabled in T .
Example 1. Let (S, A) = (¶1, 2, 3, 4♢, ¶a1, a2, a3, a4♢) be a reaction system, where:

a1 = (¶1, 4♢, ¶2♢, ¶1, 2♢), a2 = (¶2♢, ¶3♢, ¶1, 3, 4♢),
a3 = (¶1, 3♢, ¶2♢, ¶1, 2♢), a4 = (¶3♢, ¶2♢, ¶1♢).
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In the state T = ¶1, 3, 4♢ reactions a1, a3, and a4 are enabled, while a2 is not. Hence

resA(T ) = resa1
(T ) ∪ resa3

(T ) ∪ resa4
(T ) = ¶1, 2♢ ∪ ¶1, 2♢ ∪ ¶1♢ = ¶1, 2♢ .

A reaction system is a Ąnite state system as each each state is a subset of the
Ąnite background set, and its state transformations are deterministic since there are
no conĆicts between enabled reactions. This changes after introducing the external
environment, represented by a context automaton, in order to reĆect the fact that the
living cell is an open system.
Definition 3 (context automaton). A context automaton over a set Σ is a triple

A = (Q, qinit , R),

where Q is a finite set of states, qinit ∈ Q is the initial state, and R ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is
a transition relation labelled with the elements of Σ.
We assume that for all q ∈ Q there exists c ∈ Σ and q′ ∈ Q such that (q, c, q′) ∈ R.
Definition 4 (context restricted reaction system). A context restricted reaction system
is a pair

cr-R = (R,A)

such that R = (S, A) is a reaction system, and A = (Q, qinit , R) is a context automaton
over 2S.

The dynamic behaviour of a context restricted reaction system is captured by the
state sequences of its interactive processes.
Definition 5 (interactive process). An interactive process in a context restricted
reaction system cr-R = (R,A), where R = (S, A) and A = (Q, qinit , R), is a triple
π = (ζ, γ, δ) such that:

• ζ = (z0, z1, . . . , zn), γ = (C0, C1, . . . , Cn), and δ = (D0, D1, . . . , Dn)
• z0, z1, . . . , zn ∈ Q with z0 = qinit

• C0, C1, . . . , Cn, D0, D1, . . . , Dn ⊆ S with D0 = ∅

• (zi, Ci, zi+1) ∈ R, for every i ∈ ¶0, . . . , n − 1♢
• Di = resA(Di−1 ∪ Ci−1), for every i ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢.

Then the state sequence of π is

tau = (W0, . . . , Wn) = (C0 ∪ D0, . . . , Cn ∪ Dn).

Intuitively, the state sequence of π captures the observed behaviour of cr-R
by recording the successive states of the evolution of the reaction system R in the
environment represented by the context automaton A. Note that in DeĄnition 5 it is
required that for each context set Ci there exists in the automaton a transition from
its current state.

3 Reaction systems with discrete concentrations

In practice, the concentration levels of the reactant and inhibitor molecules/entities
can be more useful than simply using binary values representing their presence or
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absence. This can be addressed by introducing an explicit representation of the discrete
concentration levels of entities using multisets rather than sets. In concrete terms, we
will represent the kth level of concentration of an entity x by including in the multiset
of entities exactly k copies of x.
Definition 6 (reaction system with discrete concentrations [25]). A reaction system
with discrete concentrations is a pair C = (S, A) such that:

• S is a finite background set; and
• A is a nonempty finite set of c-reactions over the background set, where a c-reaction

is a triple a = (r, i, p) such that r, i, p are multisets over S with r(e) < i(e), for
every e ∈ carr(i).

The multisets r = ra, i = ia, and p = pa in DeĄnition 6 are the reactant, inhibitor,
and product concentration levels, respectively. Moreover, an entity e is an inhibitor
of a whenever e ∈ carr(ia).

Similarly as in the case of basic reaction systems recalled in Section 2.2, a c-
reaction a is enabled by t ∈ B(S) if it is facilitated by reactants (their concentrations are
high enough) and not inhibited by inhibitors (their concentrations are below speciĄed
threshold).
Definition 7 (behaviour of reaction system with discrete concentrations [25]). Given a
reaction system with discrete concentrations C = (S, A), a c-reaction a ∈ A is enabled
by t ∈ B(S) (denoted by ena(t)) if ra ≤ t and t(e) < ia(e), for every e ∈ carr(ia).
The result of a on t is resa(t) = pa if ena(t), and resa(t) = ∅S otherwise. Then the
result of A on t is:

resA(t) = !¶resa(t) ♣ a ∈ A♢ = !¶pa ♣ a ∈ A and ena(t)♢.

The t in DeĄnition 7 can be regarded as a state of a biochemical system, where t(e)
is the concentration level of each entity e. In particular, t(e) = 0 indicates the absence
of e is in the current state, while t(e) = 1 indicates that e is present in a current state
at its lowest observable concentration level.
Definition 8 (context restricted reaction system with discrete concentrations [26]).
A context restricted reaction system with discrete concentrations is a pair

cr-C = (C,A)

such that C = (S, A) is a reaction system with discrete concentrations, and A =
(Q, qinit , R) is a context automaton over B(S).

To capture the dynamic behaviours a context restricted reaction system with
discrete concentrations, we next introduce interactive process using state sequences.
Definition 9 (interactive process [26]). An interactive process in a context restricted
reaction system with discrete concentrations cr-C = (C,A), where C = (S, A) and
A = (Q, qinit , R), is a triple π = (ζ, γ, δ) such that:

• ζ = (q0, q1, . . . , qn), γ = (c0, c1, . . . , cn), and δ = (d0, d1, . . . , dn)
• q0, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q with q0 = qinit

• c0, c1, . . . , cn, d0, d1, . . . , dn ∈ B(S) with d0 = ∅B(S)
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i = 0 i = 1 i = 2 i = n − 1 i = n

q0 q1 q2 · · · qn−1 qn

c0 c1 c2 · · · cn−1 cn

d0 d1 d2 · · · dn−1 dn

c0 c1 cn−1

Fig. 1 Interactive process in context restricted reaction system with discrete concentrations

• qi, ci, qi+1) ∈ R, for every i ∈ ¶0, . . . , n − 1♢
• di = resA(!¶di−1, ci−1♢), for every i ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢.

Then the state sequence of π is

τ = (w0, . . . , wn) = (!¶c0, d0♢, . . . , !¶cn, dn♢).

An diagrammatic representation of an interactive process in a context restricted
reaction system with discrete concentrations is depicted in Figure 1.

Note that a context restricted reaction system with discrete concentrations cr-C =
(C,A) comprises Ąnitely many c-reactions. Since we also have Ąnitely many multisets
labelling on the arcs of its context automaton, cr-C is a Ąnite state system. We
can demonstrate this more precisely by showing that there exists a context restricted
reaction system which simulates the behaviour of cr-C. Let #cr-C(e) be such that
w(e) ≤ #cr-C(e), for all e ∈ S and all the states occurring in the state sequences of
the interactive processes in cr-C. (Note that such a bound can be obtained by taking
the maximum integer assigned to e ∈ S in all the multisets of entities occurring in
both C and A.)

To construct a reaction system that simulates cr-C, for every multiset t ∈ B(S),
we deĄne two sets of entities:

Γ(t) = ¶e.i ♣ e ∈ S ∧ t(e) = i > 0♢ and Γall(t) = ¶e.i ♣ e ∈ S ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ t(e)♢.

The set Γ contains all the entities provided by the transition t together with their
concentration, while Γall is the downward-closure of Γ (i.e., if e.i ∈ Γ(t) and i > 1,
then e.1, . . . , e.(i-1) ∈ Γall(t)). In fact, Γall is a bijection from the set of all multisets
over S to all the downward-closed sets of entities, and its inverse Γ−1

all is given by
Γ−1

all (Z)(e) = max¶¶0♢ ∪ ¶i ♣ e.i ∈ Z♢♢, for every e ∈ S. In what follows, Γall and Γ−1
all

will be applied component-wise to sequences of respectively multisets and downward-
closed sets. We deĄne the context restricted reaction system corresponding to cr-C
as

Θ(cr-C) = (R,A) = ((S′, A′), (Q, qinit , R′))

where:
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Ű S′ = ¶e.i ♣ e ∈ S and 1 ≤ i ≤ #cr-C(e)♢,
Ű A′ = ¶(Γ(r), Γ(i), Γall(p)) ♣ (r, i, p) ∈ A♢, and
Ű R′ = ¶(z, Γall(c), z′) ♣ (z, c, z′) ∈ R♢.

It is straightforward to see that Θ(cr-C) is well-deĄned.
Let us discuss the complexity of the translation. The sizes of the set of reactions,

the set of states and the set of transitions remain the same. The representations of
reactions and inhibitors are of the same order. However, the sizes of the background
set as well as the representations of products and contexts are increas by the factor
max¶#cr-C(e) ♣ e ∈ S♢ in the worst case.

Let us look at a relationship between Θ(cr-C) and cr-C. First, we observe that,
by the deĄnitions of A′ and R′, all sets of entities occurring in the interactive processes
of Θ(cr-C) are downward-closed. Theorems 1 and 2 below demonstrate that all
interactive processes of cr-C can be simulated by Θ(cr-C) and all interactive processes
of Θ(cr-C) simulate those of cr-C.
Theorem 1 ([26]). If π = (ζ, γ, δ) is an interactive process in cr-C, then

π′ = (ζ, Γall(γ), Γall(δ))

is an interactive process in Θ(cr-C).
Theorem 2 ([26]). If π = (ζ, γ, δ) is an interactive process in Θ(cr-C), then

π′ = (ζ, Γ−1
all (γ), Γ−1

all (δ))

is an interactive process in cr-C.
In this way, we have obtained a bisimulation between the interactive processes

in Θ(cr-C) and cr-C.
Remark 1. We can redefine Γall as:

Γ′all(t) = Γ(t) ∪ (Γall(t) ∩
⋃

a∈A

Γ(ra) ∪ Γ(ia))

and then only use those concentration levels which are important from the point of
view of enabling the c-relations.

Note that syntactically context restricted reaction system are a subclass of context
restricted reaction system with discrete concentrations such that all the concentration
levels are binary, i.e., for all t ∈ B(S) and e ∈ carr(t), we have t(e) = 1.

4 Linear-time temporal logic for reaction systems

In this section we recall from [26] a linear-time temporal logic tailored to reaction
systems and we evaluate its expressiveness.

Consider the following grammar of multiset expressions over a background set S:

a ::= true ♣ e ∼ c ♣ e ∼ e ♣ ¬a ♣ a ∨ a,
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where ∼ ∈ ¶<, ≤, =, ≥, >♢, e ∈ S, and c ∈ IN. The set of all the multiset expressions
over S is denoted by BE(S).

Let b be a multiset over S. By b ♣=b a we denote that a holds in b. The relation ♣=b

is deĄned as follows:

b ♣=b true for any b ∈ B(S),
b ♣=b e1 ∼ c iff b(e1) ∼ c,

b ♣=b e1 ∼ e2 iff b(e1) ∼ b(e2),
b ♣=b ¬a iff b ̸♣=b a,

b ♣=b a1 ∨ a2 iff b ♣=b a1 or b ♣=b a2.

Note that the conjunction a1 ∧ a2 can be derived as ¬(¬a1 ∨ ¬a2).
The language of reaction systems linear-time temporal logic (rsltl, for short) is

give by the following grammar, where a ∈ BE(S):

ϕ ::= a ♣ ϕ ∧ ϕ ♣ ϕ ∨ ϕ ♣ Xaϕ ♣ ϕUaϕ ♣ ϕRaϕ

The logic captures constraints imposed on paths in the model of a context restricted
reaction system with discrete concentrations. Intuitively, Xaϕ means Śfollowing an
action satisfying a, ϕ holds in the next stateŚ, ϕ1Uaϕ2 means Śϕ2 holds eventually, and
ϕ1 must hold at every preceding state, following only actions satisfying aŠ, and ϕ1Raϕ2

means Śfollowing only actions satisfying a, ϕ2 holds up to and including the Ąrst state
where ϕ1 holdsŠ.

In order to deĄne the semantics of the introduced operators, we need to deĄne the
model of a given cr-C.
Definition 10 ([26]). Let cr-C = (C,A) be a context restricted reaction system with
discrete concentrations, where C = (S, A) and A = (Q, qinit , R). Then, the model for
cr-C is a triple M = (W, w0, −→), where:

• W = B(S) × Q is the set of states,
• winit = (∅, qinit) is the initial state,
• −→ ⊆ W × B(S) × W is the transition relation such that for all w, w′, α ∈ B(S),

q, q′ ∈ Q:
(
(w, q), α, (w′, q′)

)
∈ −→ iff: (q, α, q′) ∈ R and w′ = resA(!¶w, α♢).

Each element (w, α, w′) ∈ −→ is denoted w
α

−→ w′.

Assuming the notation as in DeĄnition 10, the paths in rsltl are deĄned as
alternating sequences of states and actions (context multisets).
Definition 11 ([26]). A path is an infinite sequence σ = (w0, α0, w1, α1, . . . ) of states

and actions such that: wi
αi−→ wi+1 and αi ∈ B(S), for i ≥ 0.

Let σ be a path as in DeĄnition 11. By σs(i) and σa(i) we denote the ith state wi

and the ith action αi of the path σ, respectively. Let σs(i) = (wi, qi), for each i ≥ 0.
Then wi is denoted by σb(i), while qi is denoted by σca(i). If i ≥ 0, then σi denotes
the suffix of σ such that

σi = (σs(i), σa(i), σs(i + 1), σa(i + 1), . . .),

9



i.e., σi
s(j) = σs(j + i) and σi

a(j) = σa(j + i), for each j ≥ 0. By ΠM we denote the set
of all the paths of the model M, whereas by ΠM(w) we denote the set of all the paths
that start in w ∈ W, that is, ΠM(w) = ¶σ ∈ Π ♣ σs(0) = w♢.
Definition 12 ([26]). Let M = (W, winit, −→) be a model as in Definition 10, and
σ ∈ ΠM be a path of M. The fact that ϕ holds over σ is denoted by M, σ ♣= ϕ (or
σ ♣= ϕ if M is understood), where the relation ♣= is defined as follows:

σ ♣= a iff σb(0) ♣=b a,

σ ♣= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff σ ♣= ϕ1 or σ ♣= ϕ2,

σ ♣= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff σ ♣= ϕ1 and σ ♣= ϕ2,

σ ♣= Xaϕ1 iff σa(0) ♣=b a and σ1 ♣= ϕ1,

σ ♣= ϕ1Uaϕ2 iff (∃j ≥ 0)
(
σj ♣= ϕ2

and (∀0 ≤ l < j)(σl ♣= ϕ1 and σa(l) ♣=b a)
)
,

σ ♣= ϕ1Raϕ2 iff (∀j ≥ 0)
(
(σj ♣= ϕ2 and (∀0 ≤ l < j)(σa(l) ♣=b a))

or (∃0 ≤ l < j)(σl ♣= ϕ1)
)
.

Note that one can easily derive the following operators:

a ⇒ ϕ
def
≡ ¬a ∨ ϕ, Gaϕ

def
≡ falseRaϕ, Faϕ

def
≡ trueUaϕ.

Moreover, we assume a = true when a is unspeciĄed for any of the rsltl operators,
e.g., Fϕ is the same as Ftrueϕ. The fragment of rsltl where a = true for all the multiset
expressions a is called ltl. And, if the exact concentration levels are irrelevant, we
may simply write e for e > 0 and ¬e for e = 0.

An rsltl formula holds (holds existentially) in a model iff it holds in all the paths
(at least one path) starting in the initial state. More precisely, M ♣= ϕ iff σ ♣= ϕ for
all σ ∈ ΠM(winit), and M ♣=∃ ϕ iff there exists σ ∈ ΠM(winit) such that σ ♣= ϕ.

Given a context restricted reaction system with discrete concentrations cr-C and
an rsltl formula ϕ, rsltl model checking is the problem of deciding whether M ♣= ϕ,
where M is the model for cr-C. The existential rsltl model checking problem is the
problem of deciding whether M ♣=∃ ϕ.

To carry out the complexity analysis of rsltl, we need additional technical notions
and notations.
Definition 13. Let a ∈ BE(S). Then ♣a♣ – the size of a – is defined as follows:

• if a = true, then ♣a♣ = 1,
• if a = e1 ∼ c or a = e1 ∼ e2, where e1, e2 ∈ S and c ∈ IN, then ♣a♣ = 2,
• if a = ¬a′, then ♣a♣ = ♣a′♣ + 1,
• if a = a′ ∨ a′′, then ♣a♣ = ♣a′♣ + ♣a′′♣.

Definition 14. Let ϕ be an rsltl formula. Then op(ϕ) – the number of operators
used in ϕ – is defined as follows:

• if ϕ = a, where a ∈ BE(S), then op(ϕ) = 0,
• if ϕ = Xaϕ1, then op(ϕ) = op(ϕ1) + 1,
• if ϕ ∈ ¶ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, ϕ1Uaϕ2, ϕ1Raϕ2♢, then op(ϕ) = op(ϕ1) + op(ϕ2) + 1.
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Definition 15. Let ϕ be an rsltl formula. Then mbe(ϕ) – the size of the largest
expression a ∈ BE(S) with respect to ♣a♣ used in ϕ – is defined as follows:

• if ϕ = a, where a ∈ BE(S), then mbe(ϕ) = 0,
• if ϕ ∈ ¶ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2♢, then mbe(ϕ) = max(¶mbe(ϕ1), mbe(ϕ2)♢),
• if ϕ = Xaϕ1, then mbe(ϕ) = max(¶♣a♣, mbe(ϕ1)♢),
• if ϕ ∈ ¶ϕ1Uaϕ2, ϕ1Raϕ2♢, then mbe(ϕ) = max(¶♣a♣, mbe(ϕ1), mbe(ϕ2)♢).

4.1 rsltl as ltl

We now demonstrate how the model checking problem for rsltl can be translated into
ltl model checking.

Let ϕ be an rsltl formula and cr-C = (C,A) be a context restricted reaction
system with discrete concentrations, where A = (Q, qinit , R) and R = ¶t1, . . . , tm♢.
The aim of the translation is to deĄne a context restricted reaction system with discrete
concentrations cr-C′ and an ltl formula ϕ′ such that M ♣= ϕ iff M′ ♣= ϕ′, where M
and M′ are the models for cr-C and cr-C′, respectively.

The translation deĄnes a context restricted reaction system with discrete concen-
trations that for each context entity provided by the context automaton produces the
corresponding entity. These entities indicate which context entities were provided
immediately before the system transitioned to a given state, i.e., via which context
the current state was reached. Then, the original rsltl formula is translated into an
ltl formula where all the multiset expressions restricting contexts are expressed as
constraints on the states.

First, we deĄne a set of entities corresponding to the transitions of A:

S⋆ = ¶⋆i ♣ ti ∈ R♢.

Next, we deĄne the set of the entities that are used to distinguish the ordinary entities
from the entities that were supplied by the context:

Sc = ¶ẽ ♣ e ∈ S♢.

Note that this set can be made smaller by only selecting the entities that are used in
the context automaton, i.e.,

Sc = ¶ẽ ♣ (∃t ∈ R)(t = (q
c
−→ q′) ∧ e ∈ carr(c))♢

Let cr-C′ = (C′,A′), then C′ = (S′, A′), where S′ = S ∪ S⋆ ∪ Sc. The set of reactions
of C′ is deĄned as A′ = A ∪ Ac where the set Ac consists of the following reactions
deĄned for each transition ti ∈ R:

(¶⋆i 7→ 1♢,∅S′ , ¶ẽ 7→ c(e) ♣ ti = (q
c
−→ q′) ∧ e ∈ carr(c)♢).
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The context automaton uses a modiĄed transition relation and is deĄned as A′ =
(Q, qinit , R′) where:

R′ = ¶q
c
−→ q′ ♣ (∃ti ∈ R)(ti = (qi

ci−→ q′i) ∧ c = !(ci, ¶⋆i 7→ 1♢))♢.

Finally, we deĄne the translation of multiset expressions interpreted over the context
sets with repl(a) denoting the expression a, where each occurrence of e ∈ S in a

is replaced with ẽ. For an rsltl formula ϕ we deĄne the translation trltl(ϕ) such
that trltl(ϕ) is an ltl formula.

• if ϕ = a and a ∈ BE(S), then trltl(ϕ) = ϕ,
• if ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, then trltl(ϕ) = trltl(ϕ1) ∨ trltl(ϕ2),
• if ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, then trltl(ϕ) = trltl(ϕ1) ∧ trltl(ϕ2),
• if ϕ = Xaϕ1, then trltl(ϕ) = X(repl(a) ∧ trltl(ϕ1)),
• if ϕ = ϕ1Uaϕ2, then trltl(ϕ) = (repl(a) ∧ trltl(ϕ1))Utrltl(ϕ2),
• if ϕ = ϕ1Raϕ2, then trltl(ϕ) = trltl(ϕ1)R (repl(a) ∧ trltl(ϕ2)).

The construction of S⋆, Ac, and A′ requires O(♣R♣) steps, while the set Sc can be
built in O(♣S♣) steps. The translation of the formula ϕ runs in O(op(ϕ) · mbe(ϕ)),
since for each temporal operator the associated expression a ∈ BE(S) needs to be
re-written using the entities of Sc, each rsltl operator has a constant number of
arguments, and mbe(ϕ) is the largest a used in ϕ. Therefore, the translation runs
in O(♣R♣ + ♣S♣ + op(ϕ) · mbe(ϕ)).

The veriĄcation method presented in Section 5 encodes context restricted reaction
systems with discrete concentrations and rsltl directly and does not use the above
translation.

4.2 Complexity analysis

In this section, our aim is to show that rsltl model checking is pspace-complete.
First, we deĄne the reachability problem for context restricted reaction system with
discrete concentrations.

Let n ≥ 0 be an integer. A result d ∈ B(S) is n-step reachable in cr-C if there
exists an interactive process π = (ζ, γ, δ) in cr-C such that δ = (d0, d1, . . . , dn) and
dn = d. We say that d is reachable in cr-C if there is n ≥ 0 such that d is n-step
reachable in cr-C.
Lemma 3. The reachability problem for context restricted reaction systems with
discrete concentrations is pspace-hard.

Proof. The proof is by reduction of a pspace-complete problem to the reachability
problem for context restricted reaction systems with discrete concentrations. Let us
take the problem of reachability of conĄgurations of polynomial-space Turing machines,
which is a pspace-complete problem [41]. The presented reduction is similar to those
in [42] and [43].

Let TM = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, qI , qF ) be a deterministic single-tape Turing machine,
where Q = ¶q1, . . . , qm♢ is the set of states, Σ = ¶0, 1♢ is the input alphabet, Γ = Σ∪¶▷♢
is the tape alphabet, and qI , qF ∈ Q are, respectively, the initial and the accepting
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state of TM . The transition function is deĄned as δ : Q × Γ −→ Q × Γ × ¶−1, 0, 1♢.
The input string always starts with the symbol ▷ that is never written or changed by
TM , i.e., for all the transitions δ(q, γ) = (q, γ′, d) we have γ = ▷ iff γ′ = ▷. Moreover,
if γ = ▷, then the tape head moves right, i.e., d = 1. A configuration of TM is a tuple
C = (q, x, pos), where q ∈ Q is a state, x ∈ Σ∗ is the tape content and pos is the head
position. The initial configuration of TM is deĄned as Cinit = (qI , γ1 . . . γN , 1), where
the current state of TM is qI , the tape head is at position 1, and γ1 . . . γN ∈ Σ∗ is an
input string of length N . We also assume TM is polynomially space-bounded [44], i.e.,
there is a polynomial P such that for an input γ1 . . . γN ∈ Σ∗ the machine visits at
most the Ąrst P (N) cells of the tape. We assume P (N) ≥ N .

The aim of this construction is to deĄne cr-C = ((S, A),A) that preserves the
following property: a conĄguration C is reachable in TM from Cinit iff the state of
cr-C corresponding to the conĄguration C is reachable in cr-C.

We begin by introducing the background set S = ¶e, h, w1, . . . , wP (N)♢. The
concentration levels of e are used to encode the states of Q: we deĄne a bijection
c : Q −→ ¶1, . . . , m♢ assigning concentration levels to the states, i.e., ¶e 7→ c(q)♢
encodes q ∈ Q. The concentration of h denotes the position of the tape head (the
concentration level values for h are taken from the set ¶0, . . . , P (N) + 1♢). The entities
w1, . . . , wP (N) encode the symbols on the tape, i.e., tape contents.
Configurations of TM . Let n ≤ P (N). The conĄguration C = (q, γ1 . . . γn, pos) is
encoded in cr-C as follows:

conf
cr-C(C) =


¶e 7→ c(q), h 7→ pos♢ ∪

⋃

j∈¶1,...,n♢

¶wj 7→ γj♢


 . (1)

Next, we deĄne the reactions of A that aim to emulate the steps of TM in cr-C.
Transition function. For each transition δ(q, γ) = (r, γ′, d) and each tape head position
pos ∈ ¶1, . . . , P (N)♢ we deĄne the following reaction:

(¶e 7→ c(q), h 7→ pos, wpos 7→ γ♢,

¶e 7→ (c(q) + 1), h 7→ (pos + 1), wpos 7→ (1 − γ)♢,

¶e 7→ c(r), h 7→ (pos + d), wpos 7→ γ′♢).

The reactants encode the concentration levels encoding the state, the head position,
and the symbol for the transition to be enabled. The inhibitors are used to enforce
exact concentration levels by not allowing concentrations higher than speciĄed by the
reactants. Finally, the products encode the successor state, the new head position,
and the symbol written on the tape.
Tape contents. For all i, pos ∈ ¶1, . . . , P (N)♢ such that i ≠ pos, we deĄne reactions
that preserve the ith symbol of the tape if the tape head is at a different position pos.

(¶wi 7→ 1, h 7→ pos♢, ¶h 7→ (pos + 1)♢, ¶wi 7→ 1♢).
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Tape boundaries. If the tape reaches ▷, then the enforced move right is encoded using
the following reaction:

(¶e 7→ 1♢, ¶h 7→ 1♢, ¶h 7→ 1♢).

The reaction is enabled in any state q ∈ Q as there is no upper bound on the
concentration level of e. We do not need to handle the remaining boundary of the
tape since we assume TM visits only the Ąrst P (N) cells of the tape; however if the
head reaches the position P (N) + 1 the computation halts since no transitions are
enabled when the tape head at the position P (N) + 1.
Context automaton. We deĄne A = (¶q0, q1♢, q0, R) with the following transition
relation:

R = ¶q0
Cinit−−−→ q1, q1

∅S−−→ q1♢.

The role of the context automaton is to provide the encoded initial conĄguration as the
initial context and allow for the subsequent computation steps by providing transitions
with empty contexts.

The reduction runs in polynomial time since the encoding of the transition function
requires O(P (N) · ♣δ♣) reactions1 and the encoding of the preservation of the tape

contents requires O(P (N)
2
) reactions. The construction of cr-C ensures that a

conĄguration C is reachable in TM iff conf
cr-C(C) is reachable in cr-C. Therefore, the

reachability problem for context restricted reaction systems with discrete concentrations
is pspace-hard.

The reachability of d ∈ B(S) can be expressed in terms of existential rsltl model
checking using the following formula:

F


 ∧

e∈carr(d)

(e = d(e))


 .

Therefore, from Lemma 3 we also get the following result.
Corollary 1. The existential rsltl model checking problem is pspace-hard.

Let ϕ be an rsltl formula, cr-C be a context restricted reaction system with discrete
concentrations, and M be the model for cr-C. The existential decision problem yields
true if M ♣=∃ ϕ, and false otherwise. Since M ♣= ϕ iff M ̸♣=∃ ¬ϕ, the universal decision
problem yields true iff the existential variant of the problem for ¬ϕ yields false.

Therefore, from the pspace-hardness of the existential rsltl model checking
problem we get pspace-hardness of its universal variant. This follows from the fact
that the complement of a pspace-hard problem is also pspace-hard [41].
Corollary 2. The rsltl model checking problem is pspace-hard.

Now, we can give the complexity result of the model checking problem for rsltl.
Lemma 4. The rsltl model checking problem is in pspace.

Proof. Since there is a polynomial translation of the rsltl model checking problem
to the ltl model checking problem, it is sufficient to show the ltl model checking
problem for context restricted reaction systems is in pspace.

1The size of the transition function δ is denoted by ♣δ♣.
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The proof follows the same reasoning as the one for Lemma 5.47 in [44]. It
gives a nondeterministic polynomial space-bounded algorithm solving the existential
ltl model checking problem. The algorithm nondeterministically guesses a path in
TS ⊗Gϕ, i.e., in the product of, respectively, a Ąnite transition system and a generalised
nondeterministic Büchi automaton for the veriĄed ltl formula ϕ.

However, here TS is not given as the input and needs to be obtained from context
restricted reaction system. In fact, it only must be possible to obtain a successor state
in polynomial space and a method for that is demonstrated in the proof of Lemma 6.2
for rsctl in [21].

The next result follows directly from Corollary 2 and Lemma 4.
Theorem 5. The rsltl model checking problem is pspace-complete.

4.3 Bounded semantics

Bounded model checking has proven its usefulness in a range of successful applica-
tions [45]. Motivated by this, we focus on the bounded model checking approach
deĄned for Ąnite preĄxes of paths. Accordingly, we can limit ourselves to consider only
a Ąnite number of states and actions that belong to the preĄx of the considered path
and check whether speciĄed formula holds there.
Definition 16 ([26]). A path σ = (w0, α0, w1, α1, . . . ) is a (k, l)-loop (or k-loop)
if there exist k ≥ l > 0 such that wl−1 = wk and σ = (w0, α0, . . . , αl−2, wl−1)(αl,

wl+1, αl+1, . . . , αk−1, wk)ω.
Note that considering a sufficiently large and Ąnite fragment of a path we may

conclude that a given formula holds in that path. To address this issue, the bounded
semantics for rsltl is deĄned for Ąnite path preĄxes, and we deĄne a satisĄability
relation for a given path considering only its Ąrst k states and k − 1 actions.
Definition 17 ([26]). The fact that a formula ϕ holds in a path σ with bound k ∈ IN
is denoted by σ ♣=k ϕ. Then, σ ♣=k ϕ if:

• σ is a (k, l)-loop for some 0 < l ≤ k and σ ♣= ϕ, or
• σ ♣=nl ϕ, where:

σ ♣=nl a iff σs(0) ♣=b a,

σ ♣=nl ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff σ ♣=nl ϕ1 and σ ♣=nl ϕ2,

σ ♣=nl ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff σ ♣=nl ϕ1 or σ ♣=nl ϕ2,

σ ♣=nl Xaϕ iff k > 0, σa(0) ♣=b a, and σ1 ♣=nl ϕ,

σ ♣=nl ϕ1Uaϕ2 iff (∃0 ≤ j ≤ k)
(
σj ♣=nl ϕ2

and (∀0 ≤ l < j)(σl ♣=nl ϕ1 and σa(l) ♣=b a)
)

σ ♣=nl ϕ1Raϕ2 iff (∃0 ≤ j ≤ k)
(
σj ♣=nl ϕ1 and ((∀0 ≤ l ≤ j)(σl ♣=nl ϕ2)

and (∀0 ≤ l < j)(σa(l) ♣=b a))
)

For the sake of completeness, we now recall facts related with the compatibility of
the bounded semantics with the general semantics of rsltl.
Lemma 6 ([26]). Let k ∈ IN, ϕ be an rsltl formula, and σ be a path. Then, σ ♣=k ϕ

implies σ ♣= ϕ.
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Lemma 7 ([26]). Let ϕ be an rsltl formula and M be a model. Then, M ♣= ϕ

implies that there exists k ∈ IN such that M ♣=k ϕ.
The ideas of proofs for these lemmas derive from [46], where similar facts for ltl

are proven. The only difference is related to the augmented temporal operators that
impose additional restrictions on the considered path by using multiset expressions.

We deĄne the relation ♣=k
∃ (where k ∈ IN is a given bound) for models as follows:

M ♣=k
∃ ϕ iff there exists σ ∈ ΠM(winit) such that σ ♣=k ϕ. Given a bound k ∈ IN, an

rsltl formula ϕ, and a model M, the bounded model checking problem for rsltl is
deĄned as the decision problem of checking whether M ♣=k

∃ ϕ for a given bound k ∈ IN.
Finally, we are ready to state the main theorem, following from Lemmas 6 and 7.

Theorem 8. Let ϕ be an rsltl formula and M be a model. Then, M ♣=∃ ϕ iff there
exists k ∈ IN such that M ♣=k

∃ ϕ.

5 smt-based encoding

In this section, we explain how the bounded model checking problem for rsltl can
be mapped to SatisĄability Modulo Theory (smt) [45] within the context of integer
arithmetic theory. smt presents a broader perspective on the Boolean satisĄability
problem by allowing certain functions and predicate symbols to have interpretations
based on the foundational theory they stem from.

Let cr-C = (R,A) be a context restricted reaction system with discrete concen-
trations where R = (S, A) and A = (Q, qinit , R), and let M be the model for cr-C
and an rsltl formula ϕ . For an integer k ≥ 0 we construct a formula [M, ϕ, k] such
that M ♣=k

∃ ϕ iff [M, ϕ, k] is satisĄable. We encode all the paths of the model M that
are bounded with k. The entities of S are denoted by e1, . . . , em, where m = ♣S♣. For
each i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k♢ we introduce the following sets of positive integer variables used in
the encoding:

Pi = ¶pi,1, . . . , pi,m♢ and PEi = ¶pEi,1, . . . , pEi,m♢.

Let σ be a path of M. Then, pi,1, . . . , pi,m and pEi,1, . . . , pEi,m encode σb(i) and σa(i),
respectively. We also introduce the variables q0, . . . , qk which are used to encode the
locations of A. The location σca(i) of the context automaton is then encoded with
qi. Then, we deĄne pi = (pi,1, . . . , pi,m) and pEi = (pEi,1, . . . , pEi,m). With pi[j] and

pEi [j] we denote, respectively, pi,j and pEi,j . Then, we also deĄne P =
⋃k

i=0 Pi and

PE =
⋃k

i=0 PEi .
We deĄne the subsequent functions that associate entities within the background

set with the corresponding variables used in the encoding: for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k we deĄne
ti : S → Pi and tEi : S → PEi such that ti(ej) = pi,j , tEi (ej) = pEi,j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
To map states of the context automaton to the corresponding natural values used in
the encoding we use the function e : Q → ¶0, . . . , ♣Q♣ − 1♢. The set of the reactions
that are capable of producing e ∈ S is Prod(e) = ¶a ∈ A ♣ pa(e) > 0♢. Let f1, f2, f3

be expressions over P ∪ PE , then we deĄne the if-then-else operator:

f1 → f2 ♣ f3 = (f1 ∧ f2) ∨ (¬f1 ∧ f3).
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To deĄne the smt encoding of the paths we need auxiliary functions that correspond
to elements of the encoding.

The encoding of the reactions is deĄned in two steps: (i) we deĄne a formula
encoding the condition for when a reaction is enabled, and (ii) a formula encoding
what that reaction produces when it is enabled.

The enabledness of a reaction a ∈ A is encoded as follows:

Ena

(
pi, pEi

)
=
∧

e∈S

(
ti(e) ≥ ra(e) ∨ tEi (e) ≥ ra(e)

)

∧
∧

e∈S

(
ti(e) < ia(e) ∧ tEi (e) < i(e)

)
.

The formula encodes the conditions for a ∈ A to be enabled, i.e., in the current state
and in the context, the concentration levels of the reactants speciĄed in ra need to
be sufficient and the concentration levels of all its inhibitors need to be below the
threshold speciĄed by ia.

To encode the produced entity concentration level of an entity e ∈ S we take all the
reactions that have e in their products, i.e., all the reactions of Prod(e) and order them
with respect to the produced concentration levels of e. Let a1, a2, . . . , aw ∈ Prod(e) and
assume paj

≤ paj+1
for all 1 ≤ j < w. First, we encode the produced concentration

level of entity e where j ∈ ¶1, . . . , w♢ when there exist reactions producing e, i.e.,
w > 0, and at least one such reaction is enabled (the remaining cases are handled
later). The encoding is deĄned as follows:

Cj
e

(
pi, pEi , pi+1

)
=

{
Enaj

(
pi, pEi

)
→ (ti+1(e) = paj

) ♣ Cj−1
e

(
pi, pEi , pi+1

)
if 1 < j ≤ w,

Enaj

(
pi, pEi

)
∧ (ti+1(e) = paj

) if j = 1.

In the deĄnition of Cj
e

(
pi, pEi , pi+1

)
with the use of the if-then-else operator we

always encode the highest available concentration of e if the corresponding reaction
producing e with that concentration level is enabled. Finally, we deĄne the complete
entity concentration encoding for all the reactions:

Ce

(
pi, pEi , pi+1

)
=





ti+1(e) = 0 if w = 0,

Cw
e (pi, pEi , pi+1) ∨

((
∧

a∈Prod(e)

¬Ena(pi, pEi )


∧ (ti+1(e) = 0)


if w > 0.

In the above, we handle the remaining cases: (1) when w = 0, i.e., if there are no
reactions producing e, and (2) there are reactions producing e or (3) none of them
are enabled. In (1) and (3) the entity e is produced with the concentration level
equal 0. In (2) the encoding of Cw

e

(
pi, pEi , pi+1

)
ensures production of e and selection
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of its maximal concentration level by starting the encoding from aw, i.e., the reaction
producing the highest concentration level of e.

Let c ∈ B(S) be a multiset of context entities. The encoding of c is deĄned as
follows:

Ctc(pEi ) =
∧

e∈S

(tEi (e) = c(e)).

The encoding of the transition relation of the context automaton is a disjunction
of the encodings for each transition:

TrA(qi, pEi , qi+1) =
∨

(q,c,q′)∈R

(
qi = e(q) ∧ Ctc(pEi ) ∧ qi+1 = e(q′)

)
.

We build a conjunction by combining the generated concentration levels for all
entities and the transition relation of the context automaton. This conjunction serves
to encode the transition relation of the model:

Trcr-C(pi, qi, pEi , pi+1, qi+1) =

(
∧

e∈S

Ce(pi, pEi , pi+1)


∧ TrA(qi, pEi , qi+1).

To encode the initial state of the model where all the concentration levels are set to
zero and the context automaton is in its initial state we deĄne the following formula:

Init(pi, qi) =
∧

e∈S

(ti(e) = 0) ∧
(
qi = e(qinit)

)
.

We encode the paths of M that are bounded with k by unrolling the transition
relation up to k and combining it with the encoding of the initial state of the model
as follows:

Pathsk = Init(p0, q0) ∧
k−1∧

i=0

Trcr-C(pi, qi, pEi , pi+1, qi+1).

Following the Ąxed point encoding for ltl in [47], we translate the rsltl formulae
into an smt encoding.

In rsltl, instead of employing propositional variables found in conventional ltl

formulas, we utilize multiset expressions. Let a be a multiset expression. By encb
i (a)

and encct
i (a) we denote the encoding of a using the variables of pi and pEi , respectively.

The former refers to states of RSC, while the latter refers to actions (or contexts). We
are deĄning a translation into smt, hence the encodings of multisets can be deĄned in
a straightforward way. We introduce an integer variable L, which is utilized to handle
(k, l)-loops as follows. When L = l holds for a path then the path is a (k, l)-loop:

Loopsk = ¬(L = 0) ∧
k∧

i=1

(
(L = i) ⇒ E(pi−1, qi−1, pk, qk)

)
,
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where E encodes the equivalence of two states of the model:

E(pi, qi, pj , qj) = (qi = qj) ∧
m∧

c=1

(pi[c] = pj [c]).

The encoding of an rsltl formula ϕ at the position i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k♢ is deĄned as ♣[ϕ]♣ki .
We start with introducing the encoding for propositional formulae:

♣[ϕ]♣ki 0 ≤ i ≤ k

♣[a]♣ki encb
i (a)

♣[ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2]♣ki ♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∧ ♣[ϕ2]♣ki
♣[ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2]♣ki ♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∨ ♣[ϕ2]♣ki

We follow up with the encoding for temporal formulae. Here we follow the Ąxed point
encoding for ctl [48] and introduce an auxiliary translation ⟨⟨ϕ⟩⟩

k
i to cope with the

until and release operators.

♣[ϕ]♣ki 0 ≤ i < k

♣[Xaϕ1]♣ki ♣[ϕ1]♣ki+1 ∧ encct
i (a)

♣[ϕ1Uaϕ2]♣ki ♣[ϕ2]♣ki ∨
(
♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∧ (♣[ϕ1Uaϕ2]♣ki+1 ∧ encct

i (a))
)

♣[ϕ1Raϕ2]♣ki ♣[ϕ2]♣ki ∧
(
♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∨ (♣[ϕ1Raϕ2]♣ki+1 ∧ encct

i (a))
)

i = k

♣[Xaϕ1]♣ki
∨k

j=1((L = j) ∧ ♣[ϕ1]♣kj ) ∧ encct
i (a)

♣[ϕ1Uaϕ2]♣ki ♣[ϕ2]♣ki ∨
(
♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∧ (

∨k
j=1((L = j) ∧ ⟨⟨ϕ1Uaϕ2⟩⟩

k
i+1) ∧ encct

i (a))
)

♣[ϕ1Raϕ2]♣ki ♣[ϕ2]♣ki ∧
(
♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∨ (

∨k
j=1((L = j) ∧ ⟨⟨ϕ1Raϕ2⟩⟩

k
i+1) ∧ encct

i (a))
)

⟨⟨ϕ⟩⟩
k
i 0 ≤ i < k

⟨⟨ϕ1Uaϕ2⟩⟩
k
i ♣[ϕ2]♣ki ∨

(
♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∧ (⟨⟨ϕ1Uaϕ2⟩⟩

k
i+1 ∧ encct

i (a))
)

⟨⟨ϕ1Raϕ2⟩⟩
k
i ♣[ϕ2]♣ki ∧

(
♣[ϕ1]♣ki ∨ (⟨⟨ϕ1Raϕ2⟩⟩

k
i+1 ∧ encct

i (a))
)

i = k

⟨⟨ϕ1Uaϕ2⟩⟩
k
i ♣[ϕ2]♣ki

⟨⟨ϕ1Raϕ2⟩⟩
k
i ♣[ϕ2]♣ki

We consider separately the cases for ♣[ϕ]♣ki when i = k. When (k, j)-loop exists (L = j),
the additional transitions for j ∈ ¶1, . . . , k♢ need to be encoded. Unlike the ltl

encoding in [47], we necessitate that all transitions are subject to constraints imposed
by the parameter a, which is encoded using encct

i (a).
Finally, we reduce the bounded model checking problem for rsltl to the satisĄability

checking, i.e., to verify if M ♣=k
∃ ϕ we check the satisĄability of the following formula:

[M, ϕ, k] = Pathsk ∧ Loopsk ∧ ♣[ϕ]♣k0 .

We conclude this section with the following theorem, conĄrming the correctness of
the presented procedure.
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Theorem 9. Let cr-C = (C,A) be a context restricted reaction system with dis-
crete concentrations, M be its model and ϕ an rsltl formula. For any k ∈ IN, the
formula [M, ϕ, k] is satisfiable iff M ♣=k

∃ ϕ.

Proof. Let k ∈ IN. Then [M, ϕ, k] is satisĄable iff there exists a valuation of the
variables used in the encoding such that the formula is satisĄed. The valuation then
represents the path preĄx of a path in M for which the formula ϕ holds. We Ąrst show
that Pathsk encodes path preĄxes of paths in M. There exists a path σ in M and σk

is its preĄx of length k iff there exists a valuation representing σk that satisĄes Pathsk.
Let i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k − 1♢. We observe the formula Trcr-C is satisĄed for the valuation

encoding σs(i), σa(i) and σs(i + 1) iff σs(i)
σa(i)
−−−→ σs(i + 1). This follows from the

encoding of Ce and TrA. Let us recall that σs(i) = (σb(i), σca(i)). For an entity e ∈ S it
is clear from the construction that the formula Ce is satisĄed iff the valuation encodes
the concentration level of the entity e in σb(i + 1) that is produced by the reactions
enabled in σb(i) with the context σa(i). The encoding Ce is applied to all e ∈ S, i.e.,
the valuation must encode in σb(i + 1) the concentration levels of all the entities of S.
The formula TrA is satisĄed iff the valuation encodes a transition (q, c, q′) ∈ R such
that q = σca(i), c = σa(i) and q′ = σca(i + 1). Then, the formula Pathsk is satisĄed iff
the valuation encodes a path preĄx σk such that the state σs(0) of M is the initial

state and σs(i)
σa(i)
−−−→ σs(i + 1) for all i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k − 1♢.

It remains to be shown that Loopsk ∧ ♣[ϕ]♣k0 restricts the valuation so that the
formula [M, ϕ, k] is satisĄable iff it encodes a path preĄx of a path in which ϕ holds.
To show this we apply the same reasoning as for ltl in [47, Theorem 3.1], which
follows by induction on the structure of the ltl formula.

6 Parametric reaction systems

In parametric reaction systems reactions can be deĄned partially, i.e., reactants,
inhibitors, and products can be replaced with parameters.
Definition 18 (parametric reaction system). A parametric reaction system is a triple
P = (S, P, A), where:

• S is a finite background set,
• P is a finite set of elements called parameters, and
• A is a nonempty finite set of parametric reactions over S, where each parametric

reaction is a triple a = (r, i, p) such that r, i, p ∈ B(S) ∪ P .

The elements r, i, and p are respectively denoted by ra, ia, and pa and called the
reactants, inhibitors, and products of parametric reaction a.
Definition 19. Let P = (S, P, A) be a parametric reaction system. A parameter
valuation of P is a function v : P ∪ B(S) → B(S) such that v(b) = b if b ∈ B(S).

We also write b←v for v(b). The set of all the parameter valuations for P is denoted
by PVP . Let v ∈ PVP . For any subset X ⊆ A of reactions of P we deĄne:

X←v = ¶(a←v

r , a←v

i , a←v

p ) ♣ a ∈ X♢.
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By P←v we denote the structure (S, A←v) where all the parameters in A are substituted
according to the parameter valuation v. We say that v ∈ PVP is a valid parameter
valuation if P←v yields a reaction system with discrete concentrations.
Definition 20 (context-restricted parametric reaction system). A context-restricted
parametric reaction system is a pair cr-P = (P,A) such that P = (S, P, A) is a
parametric reaction system and A = (Q, qinit , R) is a context automaton over S.

For v ∈ PVP we deĄne cr-P←v = (P←v,A).
Example 2. We consider a simple parametric reaction system for a simplified abstract
genetic regulatory system based on [2]. The system contains two (abstract) genes x

and y expressing proteins X and Y , respectively, and a protein complex Q formed by X

and Y . The background set is defined as S = ¶x, x̂, X, y, ŷ, Y, h, Q♢, where x̂ and ŷ

denote RNA polymerase attached to the promoter of genes x and y, respectively. Here
h is used as an abstract inhibitor. Finally, the set of parametric reactions consists of
the following subsets:

• Ax = ¶(¶x♢, ¶h♢, ¶x♢), (¶x♢, ¶h♢, ¶x̂♢), (¶x, x̂♢, ¶h♢, ¶X♢)♢,
• Ay = ¶(¶y♢, ¶h♢, λ1), (λ2, ¶h♢, ¶ŷ♢), (¶y, ŷ♢, ¶h♢, λ3)♢,
• AQ = ¶(¶X, Y ♢, ¶h♢, ¶Q♢)♢.

Notice that the reactions of Ay use parameters λ1, λ2, λ3 to define expression of the
protein Y .

Suppose that we investigate the processes starting from the states that already
contain x and y. This leads to the following definition of the context automaton:

A = (¶q0, q1♢, q0, R), where: R = ¶q0
¶x,y♢
−−−→ q1, q1

∅

−→ q1, q1
¶h♢
−−→ q0)♢. When the

context set contains the entity h, A reverts back to the initial location, while for the
empty context the automaton remains in q1.

Finally, the constrained restricted parametric reaction system is defined as cr-P =
((S, P, A),A), where: P = ¶λ1, λ2, λ3♢ and A = Ax ∪ Ay ∪ AQ.

We focus on the synthesis of a parameter valuation, given n observations of the
behaviour of the system that are expressed with rsltl formulae.

Let cr-P = (P,A) be a constrained restricted parametric reaction system and
F = ¶ϕ1, . . . , ϕn♢ be a set of rsltl formulae. The aim of parameter synthesis for
constrained restricted parametric reaction system is to Ąnd a valid parameter valuation v

of cr-P such that:

(
M(cr-P←v) ♣=∃ ϕ1

)
∧ · · · ∧

(
M(cr-P←v) ♣=∃ ϕn

)
.

Each formula of F corresponds to an interactive process observed in the analysed
system via, e.g., experiments or simulations. Therefore, for each such process we
expect an individual path in M(cr-P←v) and we solve the n model checking problem
instances for rsltl in one instance. However, the parameter valuation v is shared
among all instances, which allows us to calculate v for which all the properties of F

are satisĄed.
Example 3. Let us assume we performed an experiment on the system from Example 2
where protein Y was expressed, and we collected the following observations related to
the expression of Y :
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• when the current state contains y, then y and ŷ are present in the next state:

ϕc
1 = G¬h(y ⇒ X(y ∧ ŷ)),

• when y and ŷ are present, then Y is finally produced:

ϕc
2 = G¬h((y ∧ ŷ) ⇒ FY ),

• the entities y, ŷ, and Y are eventually produced:

ϕr = (F¬hy) ∧ (F¬hŷ) ∧ (F¬hY ).

These observations are made assuming h is not provided in the context set. Additionally,
we observe that the protein Q is not present in the first three steps of the execution
and then, after an arbitrary number of steps, it is finally produced:

ϕd = ¬Q ∧ X(¬Q ∧ X(¬Q ∧ FQ)).

The observations are related to a single interactive process (or an experiment), therefore
we constrain the problem using the conjunction of all the observations. Finally, the
observations are expressed using the following rsltl formula:

ϕy = ϕr ∧ ϕc
1 ∧ ϕc

2 ∧ ϕd.

We perform parameter synthesis for F = ¶ϕy♢, that is, we obtain a valid parameter
valuation v such that M(cr-P←v) ♣=∃ ϕ. In fact, it may be possible to obtain more
than one such valuation. A parameter valuation v1 such that

λ←v1

1 = ¶y♢, λ←v1

2 = ¶y♢, λ←v1

3 = ¶Y ♢
is valid and satisfies the requirements of our observations. A parameter valuation v2

such that
λ←v2

1 = ¶X, y♢, λ←v2

2 = ¶x, x̂, y♢, λ←v2

3 = ¶X, y, ŷ, Y, Q♢
is an another example of a valid valuation which satisfies the requirements.
Example 4. We introduce an additional unknown into the system declared in Exam-
ple 2. That is, we add a parameter λ4 and re-define the reactions of Ax in such a way
that one of them uses the newly introduced parameter:

Ax = ¶(¶x♢, ¶h♢, ¶x♢), (λ4, ¶h♢, ¶x̂♢), (¶x, x̂♢, ¶h♢, ¶X♢)♢.

Let us assume that in another experiment we observed when the current state contains
x, then x and x̂ are found in the next state. This is expressed with the formula
ϕx = G¬h(x ⇒ X(x ∧ x̂)). Next, we perform parameter synthesis for F = ¶ϕx, ϕy♢,
where ϕy is the formula from Example 3. We use two rsltl formulae in F since our
observations were gathered in two separate experiments and may be related to separate
interactive processes. A parameter valuation v such that

λ←v

1 = ¶X, y♢, λ←v

2 = ¶y♢, λ←v

3 = ¶x̂, Y ♢, λ←v

4 = ¶Q♢
is valid and satisfies the requirements of our observations.
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The parameter valuation v2 obtained in Example 3 and the valuation from Exam-
ple 4 do not result in the same reactions as the original ones from [2]. This might
be undesired, depending on the application of the synthesis and the knowledge of
the system under analysis. To address this issue, in the following section we intro-
duce parameter constraints which allow for providing additional restrictions on the
parameters used in the synthesis.

6.1 Parameter constraints

In some cases restricting parameter valuations using only rsltl formulae may prove to
be less efficient than constraining the valuation using specialised constraints for the
parameters of a parametric reaction system.
Definition 21. The grammar of the parameter constraints for P = (S, P, A) is defined
as follows:

c ::= true ♣ λ[e] ∼ c ♣ λ[e] ∼ λ[e] ♣ ¬c ♣ c ∨ c,

where λ ∈ P , e ∈ S, c ∈ IN, and ∼ ∈ ¶<, ≤, =, ≥, >♢.
The set of all the parameter constraints for P is denoted by PC (P). Intuitively, λ[e]

can be used to refer to the concentration of e ∈ S in the multisets corresponding to
the valuations of λ.
Definition 22. Let v be a parameter valuation of P. The fact that a parameter
constraint c holds in v is denoted by v ♣=p c and defined as follows:

v ♣=p true for every v,

v ♣=p λ[e] ∼ c iff λ←v(e) ∼ c,

v ♣=p λ1[e1] ∼ λ2[e2] iff λ←v

1 (e1) ∼ λ←v

2 (e2),
v ♣=p ¬c iff v ̸♣=p c,

v ♣=p c1 ∨ c2 iff v ♣=p c1 or v ♣=p c2.

Definition 23 (constrained parametric reaction system). A constrained parametric
reaction system is a tuple CP = (S, P, A, c) such that P = (S, P, A) is a parametric
reaction system and c ∈ PC (P).

For v ∈ PVP , we then deĄne CP←v = P←v. A parameter valuation v ∈ PVP is valid
in CP if it is valid in P and v ♣=p c.
Definition 24 (context-restricted parametric reaction system). A context-restricted
parametrised reaction system is a pair cr-CP = (CP,A) such that CP = (S, P, A, c)
is a constrained parametric reaction system and A is a context automaton over S.

We also denote cr-CP←v = (CP←v,A).
Example 5. Let us consider the system used in Example 4. We might want to assume
that the parameters used in the reactions of Ay do not use any of the entities used
in the reactions of Ax. Let E = ¶x, x̂, X♢ be the set of entities we want to exclude
and that are used in Ax. The desired restriction can be expressed using the following
parameter constraint: ∧

i∈¶1,...,3♢

∧

e∈E

(λi[e] = 0)

Similarly, ∧

e∈(S\E)

(λ4[e] = 0).
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can express that the parameter λ4 used in the reaction of Ax is only allowed to use the
entities of E.
Example 6. It is possible to constrain multisets corresponding to parameters. Suppose
λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ P . To constrain λ←v

1 to be a sub-multiset of λ←v

2 (i.e., λ←v

1 ⊆ λ←v

2 , for
all v), we define:

submset(λ1, λ2) =
∧

e∈S

(λ1[e] ≤ λ2[e]).

To constrain λ←v

3 to be the intersection of λ←v

1 and λ←v

2 (i.e., λ←v

1 ∩ λ←v

2 = λ←v

3 , for
all v), we define:

intersect(λ1, λ2, λ3) =
∧

e∈S

((
(λ1[e] > λ2[e]) ∧ (λ3[e] = λ2[e])

)

∨
(
(λ1[e] ≤ λ2[e]) ∧ (λ3[e] = λ1[e])

)
.

The parameter synthesis problem for context-restricted parametric reaction systems
is deĄned similarly as for context-restricted parametric reaction system. Let cr-CP =
(CP,A) be a context-restricted parametric reaction system, and F = ¶ϕ1, . . . , ϕn♢ be a
set of rsltl formulae. The aim of parameter synthesis for context-restricted parametric
reaction systems is to Ąnd a valid parameter valuation v of cr-CP such that:

(M(cr-CP←v) ♣=∃ ϕ1) ∧ . . . ∧ (M(cr-CP←v) ♣=∃ ϕn) . (2)

Next, we deĄne the nonemptiness checking problem, which is a decision problem
related to the problem of parameter synthesis. The nonemptiness checking problem
consists in checking if there exists a valuation v such that the condition (2) holds.

6.2 Complexity analysis

Theorem 10. The nonemptiness checking problem for context-restricted parametric
reaction systems and rsltl is pspace-complete.

Proof. The lower bound follows directly from Corollary 1, hence the problem is pspace-
hard.

For the upper bound we need to show the problem is in pspace. To show this we
deĄne a nondeterministic space-bounded algorithm and use Lemma 4. Algorithm 1
presents an outline for the nonemptiness checking procedure. First, the algorithm
nondeterministically generates a valuation v ∈ PVP . If v is valid in cr-CP, then it
proceeds to verifying the rsltl formulae. For all the formulae ϕ ∈ F the algorithm
performs existential rsltl model checking in M(cr-CP←v). From Lemma 4 and
the fact that pspace is closed under complementation, i.e., pspace = copspace,
the existential variant of the rsltl model checking problem is also in pspace. The
nonemptiness checking algorithm requires the space needed by the algorithm for
rsltl model checking. Since all the ♣F ♣ model checking instances are constructed
independently and the algorithm only stores the overall result R, the algorithm requires
space for at most one instance at any given time. Additionally, the algorithm requires
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Algorithm 1 Nondeterministic procedure for nonemptiness checking
1: guess v ∈ PVP

2: if v ♣=p c then

3: R := true

4: for all ϕ ∈ F do

5: R := (M(cr-CP←v) ♣=∃ ϕ) ∧ R

6: end for

7: if R = true then return true

8: end if

9: end if

space O(♣A♣ · ♣S♣) to store the valuation v and O(1) for the veriĄcation result R.
Therefore, the problem remains in pspace and given the lower bound we conclude the
problem is pspace-complete.

In the following section we show how the synthesis problem can be solved using an
incremental approach, which amounts to checking

(M(cr-CP←v) ♣=k
∃ ϕ1) ∧ . . . ∧ (M(cr-CP←v) ♣=k

∃ ϕn)

for k ≥ 0, by increasing the value of k until a valid parameter valuation is found.

7 smt-based encoding for parametric reaction systems

In this section, we provide a translation of the parameter synthesis problem for context-
restricted parametric reaction systems and rsltl into smt with the integer arithmetic
theory.

Let cr-CP = ((S, P, A, c), (Q, qinit , R)) be a context-restricted parametric reac-
tion system, and F = ¶ϕ1, . . . , ϕn♢ be a set of rsltl formulae. We encode the
model Mcr-CP←v , where v is a valid parameter valuation of cr-CP.

Let k ≥ 0 be an integer, then for each f ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢ we encode any possible path
preĄx of Mcr-CP←v . The encoded path preĄxes are bounded with k. That is, for each
formula ϕf we encode a separate path preĄx representing its witness. The entities
of S are denoted by e1, . . . , em, where m = ♣S♣. For each ϕf ∈ F and i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k♢,
we introduce sets of positive integer variables:

Pf,i = ¶pf,i,1, . . . , pf,i,m♢, PEf,i = ¶pEf,i,1, . . . , pEf,i,m♢, and Qf = ¶qf,0, . . . , qf,k♢.

Let ta : A → ¶1, . . . , ♣A♣♢ be a bijection mapping all the reactions to integers. For
each a ∈ A, we introduce the set of variables encoding the products:

Pp
f,i,a = ¶p

p

f,i,ta(a),1, . . . , p
p

f,i,ta(a),m
♢.

Let σ.f be a path of M(cr-CP←v), then

pf,i = (pf,i,1, . . . , pf,i,m) and pEf,i = (pEf,i,1, . . . , pEf,i,m)
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are used to encode (σ.f)b(i) and (σ.f)a(i), respectively. With pf,i[j] and pEf,i[j] we

denote, respectively, pf,i,j and pEf,i,j . For each i ≥ 1, we deĄne:

pp
f,i = (pp

f,i,1,1, . . . , p
p
f,i,1,m, . . . , p

p

f,i,♣A♣,1, . . . , p
p

f,i,♣A♣,m).

The following functions map the background set entities to the corresponding variables
of the encoding: for all i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k♢, we deĄne tf,i : S → Pf,i and tEf,i : S → PEf,i such

that tf,i(ej) = pf,i,j and tEf,i(ej) = pEf,i,j , for all j ∈ ¶1, . . . , m♢. For all i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k♢

and a ∈ A, we deĄne t
p
f,i,a : S → Pp

f,i,a such that: t
p
f,i,a(ej) = p

p

f,i,ta(a),j
, for all

j ∈ ¶1, . . . , m♢.
The bijection e : Q → ¶1, . . . , ♣Q♣♢ maps the states of the context automaton to

the integers used in the encoding. Let tp : P → ¶1, . . . , ♣P ♣♢ be a bijection mapping
all the parameters to their corresponding integers. We deĄne:

ppar = (ppar
1,1 , . . . , p

par
1,m, . . . , p

par

♣P ♣,1, . . . , p
par

♣P ♣,m).

For each parameter λ ∈ P , we deĄne:

Ppar
λ = ¶p

par

tp(λ),1, . . . , p
par

tp(λ),m
♢

and pmλ : S → Ppar
λ such that pmλ(ej) = p

par

tp(λ),j
. Let a ∈ A and s ∈ ¶ra, ia, pa♢. Then,

res(ej) denotes pms(ej) if s ∈ P , and s(ej) otherwise. To deĄne the smt encoding of
the paths we need auxiliary functions that correspond to elements of the encoding.

To encode the initial state of the model for ϕf ∈ F , we deĄne

Init(pf,i, qf,i) =

(
∧

e∈S

tf,i(e) = 0


∧ qf,i = e(qinit),

where all the concentration levels are set to zero, and the context automaton is in its
initial state.

With PC(ppar) we encode the parameter constraints, require that the concentration
levels of the reactants are always lower than the concentration levels of the inhibitors,
and ensure that all the multisets corresponding to the parameters are non-empty, i.e.,
for each parameter, at least one entity must a have positive concentration level:

PC(ppar) = encc(p
par) ∧

(
∧

a∈A

∧

e∈S

reia(e) > 0 ⇒ (rera(e) < reia(e))


∧

(
∧

λ∈P

∨

e∈S

pmλ(e) > 0


,

where encc(p
par) is the encoding of c and it is deĄned over the variables of ppar. The

encoding follows directly from the semantics of parameter constraints.
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The parametric reactions a ∈ A are encoded with

Rcta(pf,i, pEf,i, pp
f,i+1, ppar) =

∧

e∈S

((tf,i(e) ≥ rera(e) ∨ tEf,i(e) ≥ rera(e))∧

(tf,i(e) < reia(e) ∧ tEf,i(e) < reia(e)) ∧ (tp
f,a,i+1(e) = repa(e))).

With the following formula we encode the selection of the maximal concentration
levels produced for each entity by all the reactions:

Results(pf,i, pp
f,i) =

(
∧

e∈S

tf,i+1(e) = max(¶0♢ ∪
⋃

a∈A

¶t
p
f,a,i+1(e)♢)


.

We encode the local state changes of CP with the following function:

TrCP(pf,i, pEf,i, pp
f,i+1, pf,i+1, ppar) =

(
∧

a∈A

Rcta(pf,i, pEf,i, pp
f,i+1, ppar)


∧

Results(pf,i+1, pp
f,i+1).

To encode a multiset c ∈ B(S) of context entities we deĄne the following function:

Ctc(pEf,i) =
∧

e∈S

tEf,i(e) = c(e)

The encoding of the transition relation of the context automaton is a disjunction
of the encoded transitions:

TrA(qf,i, pEf,i, qf,i+1) =
∨

(q,c,q′)∈R

(
qf,i = e(q) ∧ Ctc(pEf,i) ∧ qf,i+1 = e(q′)

)
.

The transition relation of the model for cr-CP is a conjunction of the encoded
transition relations for CP and A:

Trcr-CP(pf,i, qf,i, pEf,i, pp
f,i+1, pf,i+1, ppar) =

TrCP(pf,i, pEf,i, pp
f,i+1, pf,i+1, ppar) ∧ TrA(qf,i, pEf,i, qf,i+1).

Finally, to encode the paths of Mcr-CP←v that are bounded with k, we unroll the
transition relation up to k and combine it with the encoding of the initial state of the
model:

Pathsk
f = Init

(
pf,0, qf,0

)
∧

k−1∧

i=0

Trcr-CP(pf,i, qf,i, , pEf,i, pp
f,i+1, pf,i+1, ppar).
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The encoded rsltl formula ϕf at a position i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k♢ is denoted by ♣[ϕf ]♣ki . To
encode the formula ♣[ϕf ]♣ki , we use our translation presented in Section 5. However, for
each formula ϕf ∈ F , we use independent sets of encoding variables corresponding to

its path, i.e., the variables indexed with f . The encoding Loopsk
f for the loop positions

is deĄned for each formula ϕf ∈ F . Finally, we perform the synthesis of the parameter
valuation v by testing the satisĄability of the following formula:

[Mcr-CP←v , F, k] =
∧

ϕf∈F

(
Pathsk

f ∧ Loopsk
f ∧ ♣[ϕf ]♣k0


∧ PC(ppar). (3)

The presented encoding differs from that for the context restricted reaction systems
with discrete concentrations and rsltl (Section 5) in the way the transition relation is
encoded. Here, we use an additional step that encodes the concentration levels of each
entity produced by the individual reactions.

These results are then used to select the maximal concentration level produced for
a given entity. This is required because some reactions produce parameters for which
we do not have concrete values at the encoding stage. Therefore, it is not possible
to use the technique demonstrated in Section 5, where the reactions are ordered and
effectively only that producing the maximal concentration level is enabled.

We can then establish the correctness of the proposed encoding for a given valid
parameter valuation.
Theorem 11. Let cr-CP = (CP,A) be a context-restricted parametric reaction system,
v ∈ PVcr-CP be a valid parameter valuation, Mcr-CP←v be its model, and F be a set
of rsltl formulae. For any k ∈ IN, the formula [Mcr-CP←v , F, k] is satisfiable iff∧

ϕ∈F

(
Mcr-CP←v ♣=k

∃ ϕ
)

.

Proof. Since we assume a valid parameter valuation v, to obtain a context-restricted
parametric reaction system we can perform the substitution of all the parameters that
occur in context-restricted parametric reaction system. Then, the proof is similar to the
one of Theorem 9 for context restricted reaction systems with discrete concentrations
and rsltl. The formula PC(ppar) applies only to the encoding of parameters and after
performing the substitution we can simply assume that it is true as it does not constrain
anything. The formula [Mcr-CP←v , F, k] encodes ♣F ♣ bounded model checking instances
(similar to what was described in Section 5). Let us consider ϕf ∈ F . We assume an

arbitrary k ∈ IN and focus on the satisĄability of Pathsk
f , since the encoding of this

formula differs from the corresponding one in the encoding for cr-C. There exists a
path σ.f in Mcr-CP←v and (σ.f)k is its preĄx of length k iff there exists a valuation that
represents (σ.f)k which satisĄes Pathsk

f . Let i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k−1♢. We observe the formula
Trcr-CP is satisĄed for the valuation encoding (σ.f)s(i), (σ.f)a(i) and (σ.f)s(i + 1) iff

(σ.f)s(i)
(σ.f)a(i)
−−−−−→ (σ.f)s(i + 1). This follows from the encoding of TrCP and TrA. Let

us Ąrst recall that (σ.f)s(i) = ((σ.f)b(i), (σ.f)ca(i)). The formula TrCP is satisĄed iff
the valuation satisĄes Results and Rcta for each a ∈ A. The formula Rcta encodes the
produced concentration levels for all the entities e ∈ S by a ∈ A using the intermediate
variables of Pp

f,i,a. Then, Results ensures the maximal produced concentration levels
for each entity and each reaction are encoded using the variables of Pf,i+1. It follows
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from the construction that Results and Rcta are satisĄed iff the valuation encodes the
concentration levels of the entities in the successor state (σ.f)b(i+1) that are produced
by the reactions from the state (σ.f)b(i) combined with the context (σ.f)a(i). The
formula TrA is satisĄed iff the valuation encodes a transition (q, c, q′) ∈ R such that
q = (σ.f)ca(i), c = (σ.f)a(i) and q′ = (σ.f)ca(i + 1). Then, the formula Pathsk

f is

satisĄed iff the valuation encodes a path preĄx (σ.f)k such that the state (σ.f)s(0) of

Mcr-CP←v is the initial state and (σ.f)s(i)
(σ.f)a(i)
−−−−−→ (σ.f)s(i+1) for all i ∈ ¶0, . . . , k−1♢.

The rest of the proof for Loopsk
f and ♣[ϕf ]♣k0 follows as for Theorem 9.

Now it is easy to see that Pathsk
f ∧Loopsk

f ∧♣[ϕf ]♣k0 is satisĄable iff Mcr-CP←v ♣=k
∃ ϕf .

Finally, we conclude that [Mcr-CP←v , F, k] is satisĄable iff Mcr-CP←v ♣=k
∃ ϕf for

all ϕf ∈ F .

In practice, the encoding [Mcr-CP←v , F, k] is intended to be satisĄable for any valid
parameter valuation v such that

∧
ϕ∈F

(
Mcr-CP←v ♣=k

∃ ϕ
)
. The constraints that enforce

the valuation to be valid are expressed using the encoding of PC. We extract the
valuation of the parameters of P when the formula (3) is satisĄable. For the satisĄed
formula we obtain its model, i.e., the valuations of the variables used in the formula.
Let V (p) denote the valuation of a variable p used in our encoding. The parameter
valuations are deĄned as follows: λ←v(e) = V (pmλ(e)) for each e ∈ S and λ ∈ P .

8 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we present the results of experimental evaluation of the translation
presented in Section 7. We tested the method on a parametric version (pmutex) of
the reaction system model introduced in [21] for a mutual exclusion protocol.

The system we consider consists of n ≥ 2 processes competing for an exclusive access
to the critical section. The background set of the context restricted reaction system
with discrete concentrations modelling the mutual exclusion protocol is deĄned as
S =

⋃n
i=1 Si, with the set of background entities corresponding to the i-th process

given by:
Si = ¶outi, reqi, ini, acti, lock, done, s♢,

where the entities lock, done, and s are shared amongst all the processes.
We start by deĄning the context automaton A. Initially, all the processes are

outside of their critical sections and are not requesting access, which is indicated by
the presence of outi, for each i ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢. Next, we assume that A may supply
any C ⊆ ¶act1 , . . . , actn♢ such that ♣C♣ ≤ 2, allowing at most two simultaneously
active processes Ű we assume that if the context contains acti then the ith process is
to perform an action. This leads to the following deĄnition of the context automaton:
A = (¶q0, q1♢, q0, R), where:

R = ¶q0
¶out1 ,...,outn♢
−−−−−−−−−→ q1♢ ∪ ¶q1

C
−→ q1 ♣ C ⊆ ¶act1 , . . . , actn♢ and ♣C♣ ≤ 2♢.

We allow at most two active processes at a time to avoid encoding in the context
automaton all the 2n transitions with the subsets of ¶act1 , . . . , actn♢.
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The ith process requests access to its critical section by producing reqi . Then, it
is possible for the process to enter the critical section when it is allowed to perform
an action and the critical section is not locked (the lock entity is not present). In the
case of entering a critical section, to avoid the situation where two processes enter
their critical sections synchronously, the assumption on acti is stricter: only one acti ,
for some i ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢, is allowed to be present for the process to enter the critical
section. When a process enters the critical section, the critical section is locked, i.e.,
the lock entity is produced. The lock entity is preserved until the entity done appears,
which is produced when the process leaves the critical section. Any reaction in the
system may be inhibited by the s entity.

This version of the mutual exclusion protocol implementation differs from that
presented in [21] by the use of concentration levels. Each process after requesting
access to its critical section must wait at least one step before it is allowed to gain
access and, after entering the critical section, the process performs computations which
take two steps.

Let Ai be the set of reactions of the ith process, for i ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢. Then, the set Ai

consists of the following reactions:

• (¶outi 7→ 1, acti 7→ 1♢, ¶s 7→ 1♢, ¶reqi 7→ 1♢),
• (¶outi 7→ 1♢, ¶acti 7→ 1♢, ¶outi 7→ 1♢),
• (¶reqi 7→ 1, acti 7→ 1, actj 7→ 1♢, ¶s 7→ 1♢, ¶reqi 7→ 1♢) for each j ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢

s.t. i ̸= j,
• (¶reqi 7→ 1♢, ¶acti 7→ 1♢, ¶reqi 7→ 2♢),
• (¶reqi 7→ 2, acti 7→ 1♢, ¶actj 7→ 1 ♣ j ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢ and j ̸= i♢ ∪ ¶lock 7→ 1♢, ¶ini 7→

3, lock 7→ 1♢),
• (¶ini 7→ 3, acti 7→ 1♢, ¶s 7→ 1♢, ¶ini 7→ 2♢),
• (¶ini 7→ 2, acti 7→ 1♢, ¶s 7→ 1♢, ¶ini 7→ 1♢),
• (¶ini 7→ 1, acti 7→ 1♢, ¶s 7→ 1♢, ¶outi 7→ 1, done 7→ 1♢),
• (¶ini 7→ 1♢, ¶s 7→ 1♢, ¶ini 7→ 1♢).

Next, we assume here that the system is open and we allow for introducing new
processes that participate in the communication to gain access to the critical section.
Let us assume that we are allowed to modify the behaviour of an additional process
(the nth process) only by introducing an additional reaction. Such an assumption
could be justiĄed by a mechanism that accepts new processes to participate in the
protocol only if they contain the reactions of Ai, for i ∈ ¶1, . . . , n♢, while the remaining
reactions could be performing some computation outside of the critical section.

Our aim is to violate the property of mutual exclusion by making the Ąrst and
the nth process enter their critical sections simultaneously. The additional (malicious)
reaction uses the parameters of P = ¶λr, λi, λp♢ and is deĄned as follows:

Ap = ¶(λr, λi, λp)♢
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The set of reactions is deĄned as:

A =

(
n⋃

i=1

Ai


∪ Ap ∪

{
(¶lock 7→ 1♢, ¶done 7→ 1♢, ¶lock 7→ 1♢)

}
.

Finally, we deĄne the CRRSC modelling pmutex as: cr-CM = ((S, P, A, c),A), where:

c =


(λp[inn] = 0) ∧

∧

λ∈P,e∈S\Sn

(λ[e] = 0)


 .

The constraint c constrains the additional reaction by requiring that it may produce
only entities related to the nth process and it cannot produce inn. This is to avoid
trivial solutions. Then, we need to synthesise a parameter valuation v of cr-CPM

which gives the rsltl property ϕ = F((in1 > 0)∧(inn > 0)), i.e., M(cr-CP←v

M ) ♣=∃ ϕ.
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Fig. 2 Synthesis results for pmutex: execution time

The veriĄcation tool was implemented in Python and it used Z3 4.12.2 [49] for smt-
solving. We implemented an incremental approach, i.e., in a single smt instance, we
increase the length of the encoded interactive processes by unrolling their encoding until
witnesses for all the veriĄed formulae are found. Then, the corresponding parameter
valuation is extracted. The veriĄcation results presented in Fig. 2Ű3 compare the
implementation of the encoding from Section 7 (cr-CP) and its extension (cr-CPopt)
that optimises the obtained parameter valuations by using OptSMT provided with
Z3. We also use the same encoding for the veriĄcation of the rsltl property (cr-C),
i.e., we replace all the parameters with the obtained parameter valuations and test
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Fig. 3 Synthesis results for pmutex: memory consumption

the formula ϕ in the same way as it is possible with the method deĄned in Section 5.
Next, we compare our results with those obtained using the non-parametric method
(cr-Cnp) deĄned in Section 5.

The experimental implementation provides a valuation v which allows to violate
the mutual exclusion property, where λ←v

r = ¶outn 7→ 1♢, λ←v

i = ¶s 7→ 1♢, and
λ←v

p = ¶reqn 7→ 2, done 7→ 1♢, for all the values n ≥ 2 tested. This valuation was
obtained using cr-CPopt.

The difference in time and memory consumption between the parametric (cr-CP)
and the non-parametric (cr-C) approach is minor, while cr-Cnp is the most efficient
of all the approaches tested. The difference between the performance of cr-Cnp

and cr-C shows the potential for optimisations of our parametric encoding as cr-C
uses a simpler encoding. However, the performance of cr-CPopt shows that the cost
of minimising parameter valuations can be high and for n = 37 our implementation
consumed 4050MB of memory, while the variant without the optimisation required
only 794MB. For this reason we did not obtain results for n > 37.

9 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we introduced a method for reaction mining that allows for calculating
parameter valuations for partially deĄned reactions of reaction systems. We then
demonstrated how the proposed method can be used for the synthesis of an attack in
which one injects an additional instruction represented by a reaction, and used rsltl to
express the goal of such an attack. Furthermore, we extended our results for rsltl [26]
showing that rsltl model checking is pspace-complete, and provided a translation
of rsltl model checking to ltl model checking for reaction systems.
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Assuming there is a Ąnite set of allowed concentration levels for the parameters, the
method introduced here allows for enumerating all the possible parameter valuations
for Ąxed-length processes. This can be achieved by adding an additional constraint
blocking the parameter valuation obtained in the preceding step.

When dealing with parameter synthesis, the parameters could be associated with
the model [50, 51] or with the formalism used to express its properties [52, 53]. We
focused on the synthesis of the parameters which appear in the reaction system. One
could also consider extending this approach to include parameters in the context
automaton. This might allow one to synthesise the behaviour of the environment
which would lead to the satisfaction of the veriĄed rsltl property. Having said that,
in the implementation of our approach, when the veriĄed formula is satisĄed, we also
obtain the witness which contains the entire context sequence generated by the context
automaton. This sequence represents the behaviour of the environment which leads to
satisfaction of the rsltl formula.

Note also that parameters could be introduced in the rsctl or rsltl formulae
leading to parametric variants of both logics, e.g., by introducing parameters in place
of the families of sets of entities (or the multiset expressions for rsltl).
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